
 PINEWOOD DERBY 
 

OPEN CLASS RULES  
 
 
Car Dimensions: 
Wheelbase:.................................................Any wheelbase is allowed 
Height..........................................................Not enforced due to variances in Pack Tracks (2-3/4 inches recommended) 
Length.........................................................Not to exceed 7 inches 
Weight.........................................................Not to exceed 5 ounces 
Width...........................................................Not to exceed 2-3/4 inches 
Underbody Clearance.................................Not enforced due to variances in Pack tracks (3/8 inch recommended) 
Width between Wheels...............................Minimum of 1-5/8 inches (1-3/4 inches recommended) 
  
General Rules: 
1.  Must use BSA wide wheel 
2.  The main part of the body must be made of wood  
3.  Car must have a portion of its wood body touching the starting pin   
4.  No part of the body or its accessories is allowed to extend beyond the starting pin  
5.  Original axle slots, re-cut axle slots or drilled axle holes are allowed  
 
Axles: 
1. Aftermarket axles are allowed 
2. Any modifications to the axles is allowed 
 
Wheels: 
1.  Any modifications to the wheels is allowed 
 
Lubrication: 
1.  Only dry powder type lube is allowed, such as “hob-e-lube” graphite or white teflon powder 
2.  No wet or oil based lube such as Krytox, Ny-Oil or WD-40 is allowed 
 
The following modifications are prohibited: 
1. Springs or magnets 
2. Starting line or finish line devices such as mirrors or lasers meant to alter the accuracy of the tracks timing system  
3. Glass or extremely fragile parts that may break and foul the track 
4. Paint that rubs off, smears, is extremely sticky or not completely dry 
5. Any loose objects on cars 
6. Washers, bushings, bearings, sleeves or inserts 
7. Sharp objects on bottom of car that may damage the tracks stopping pads 
8. Sticky substances such as double sided tape or putty on the front of the car that sticks to the starting peg 
 
Event rules: 
1. Once car has passed inspection, it will be placed in secure holding area and only event staff is allowed access 
2. If a car is accidently damaged during the event, racer will be allowed 15 minutes to repair damage  
3. Regardless of damage incurred, no re-lubing of car is allowed at anytime 
4. If event is interrupted due to a car malfunction, racer will be allowed 5 minutes for repairs, 2nd malfunction will result in disqualification  
5. All cars will be lined up centered on track rail, with wheels pulled to outside edge of axle  
6. Race shall be a timed event, with the race format being a “Perfect N-Type” 
 
District Event Track: 
1. Four lane aluminum “Best Track” 
2. 42 feet long 
3. Microwizard finish line timer, laser system is centered on rail aimed straight upwards 
4. Grand Prix Race Management laptop computer timing system 
5. Starting peg is 48” off of the ground, with peg being 2 inches tall 
6. Cars will have an 8 foot drop at 27.6 degree angle 
 
 
For questions or clarification on any of these rules, feel free to contact: 
 

 
Rene Maes Jr.  rene.maes@scouting.org 

 
Everyone is welcome to race, Parents, Kids, Everyone!!! 

Race your Cub Scout car or build an all new open class racer!!! 
  
 

 


